Hope everyone had a good summer (despite the heat, humidity and drought)! Looking forward to less humidity, cooler weather, rain and wearing sweaters... and might I add just one pumpkin spice latte to kick-off the season!

**VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!**

Please let us know if you can take part in one or more of the following events: Call 631-957-1100 or email candyl@liparrots.org

* CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND DISCOVERY (CEED) Autumnal Equinox Festival on Saturday, September 17 from 11-3 p.m.

Where: CEED, Washington Lodge, 287 South Country Road, Brookhaven, NY 11719
Set Up: Saturday, September 17 at 10 a.m.

We’ll be setting up our tent with literature to pass out to the attendees and we will be answering questions, talking about LIPS, conservation of parrots in the wild, etc. Our tent will be decorated in everything parrot and we will have giveaways for the kids. Our friend, Ranger Eric Powers, runs the education program for CEED.

* LI PET EXPO IN THE PARK on September 18, 2022, from 11-6 p.m at Tanner Park in Copiague. Set up will be at 9:30 a.m. on Sunday.


This is a great event (so much to do and see)!

* 35TH BELLMORE FAMILY STREET FESTIVAL & CRAFT FAIR, Saturday and Sunday, September 24 and 25 from 10-6 p.m. each day. Set up on Saturday will be at 8:30 AM Bellmore Train Station at Sunrise Highway. There are beverage/food vendors—just bring a chair for yourself.

PLEASE NOTE:
Out of an abundance of caution, we will continue to leave our birds home, safe from HPAI (highly pathogenic avian influenza-HSN1). Like COVID, it is better to be safe than sorry. We will all miss bringing our feathered friends to the outreaches. Hopefully HPAI will start to recede, and our outreach friends will be at our sides again.

Although our fids will not be there, we want to fulfill the club’s mission...“The Long Island Parrot Society is all about the birds...we are dedicated to responsible bird ownership through education and example.” Please help us to educate people about our club, avian adoptions, and parrot ownership.

Thanks to Cassie Malina from Awesome Animal Solutions for presenting at our August 17 Zoom meeting. Cassie is a behavior consultant with many years of training under her belt. Here is Cassie’s website and email address (join our other members who are following her):

https://www.awesomeanimalsolutions-cassiema@gmail.com/cma924@gmail.com

Saturday, September 17, is Pet Bird Day! Celebrate the joys and benefits of bird ownership! https://nationaltoday.com/national-pet-bird-day/

To take the guessing game out of when your LIPS membership is due, you will be receiving a reminder email to renew your LIPS membership. Renewal fees are accepted via PayPal, credit card, or you can submit a check to our PO Box.

Looking forward to seeing you and your feathered companion at our next in-person meeting at Greenwood Hall on Wednesday, September 21. Doors open at 6:30 p.m.

Diane P Hyde, President
FINANCIAL REPORT - August 2022

**Deposits as of August 2022**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deposits</td>
<td>$685.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Deposits</td>
<td>$685.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TFCU Account Balances as of August 2022</td>
<td>$7011.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXP0 Fund</td>
<td>$30,596.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrot Care</td>
<td>$2,665.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM (Shelter)</td>
<td>$139,423.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD (Shelter)</td>
<td>$9,364.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$169,062.44</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Expenses as of August 2022**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Value Printing</td>
<td>$208.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Storage</td>
<td>$442.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRM (SalesNow)</td>
<td>$45.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPS</td>
<td>$6.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc</td>
<td>$1009.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expenses</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1917.09</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The Long Island Parrot Society (LIPS) of New York Inc., is a 501C3 nonprofit organization devoted to the education of bird lovers. LIPS is not responsible for the medical/nutritional views herein. Consult an avian veterinarian for specific guidance. LIPS assumes no responsibility for advertiser’s claims or quality of merchandise. Publication of an ad does not constitute endorsement of a product or service. UP Service is a monthly publication of the Long Island Parrot Society of New York, Inc. for members. Opinions expressed in articles in this publication are the opinions and responsibility of the author/editor and do not necessarily reflect the views or philosophies of the Long Island Parrot Society of NY, Inc. Exchange bird clubs may reproduce original articles provided the source and author are noted, except when copyrighted or otherwise noted. (C)2016)

**UPCOMING MEETINGS/OUTREACHES**

- **Saturday, September 17** CEEED Autumnal Equinox Festival
- **Sat & Sun September 24th-25th** Bellmore Street Fair
- **Sat & Sun September 17-18** - Copague, NY - Long Island Pet Expo in the Park
- **Wednesday, September 21** 6:30PM Long Island Parrot Society IN-PERSON meeting with Ranger Eric Powers of CEEED (Center for Environmental Education and Discovery)

**Wednesday, October 19** 7PM via ZOOM - Debbie Foster certified trainer and behavior consultant.

**Wednesday, November 16** 7PM via ZOOM - Pamela Clark, Parrot Behavior Consultant

*Mini ZOOM meetings are held on the first Wednesday of each month at 7PM. In-person meetings will be live-streamed via ZOOM. Meeting invitations are sent via email.

**Media Coordinators:**
- (Newsletter, Social Media, Signage, AV, Web, & Research) 
  - Kathleen Santer, Donna Barbaro, Kori-Ann & Shawn Fineman
- Outreach Events Coordinator: Cindy Little
- Fundraising Coordinator: Susan Chamberlain
- Hospitality: Carol and Mike Christiansen
- Membership Coordinator: Bob Dietch

**Parrot Expo Coordinator:**
- Board of Directors
- Parrot Placement Program Coordinator: (631) 456-1813

**Parrot University Coordinator:**
- Robert Gross

**PLAAC Coordinators:**
- Bob Dietrich, Diane Hyde, Carol and Mike Christiansen
- Programming and Education Coordinator: David Abrahams
- Publicity and Public Relations Coordinator: Susan Chamberlain
- Special Events: Susan Chamberlain
- Vendor and Venue Liaison: TBD

**Outreach Events Coordinator:**
- Cindy Little
- Hospitality: Carol and Mike Christiansen

**HELP WANTED:**
- Monthly Meetings: Help with setup before meeting and break down afterward
- Coffee/Refreshments: Volunteers for Parrot University and Outreach Events during the year

**PRINTING COSTS HAVE INCREASED:** price is ‘per impression’. Current NL is too thick to fold properly to save postage.

May charge a few extra dollars on membership for paper copies.

**LIBRARY PARROT U IN SAYVILLE:** Small audience, but we got a new member as a result; doing indoor event is safer than outdoors due to avian flu. Donna B suggested having kids read to the parrots.

**POP-Up stores or locations for future meetings or events? Experiment to see if it would work.**

**Sept outreachs:** New bird items are available to decorate tent & to hand out.

**Coloring pages:** Donna priced at Staples—Shawn will get price also; BW& logo sent to Donna

**SEPT IN PERSON MEETING:** K&M to be invited to groom; allow birds with caution? Rules to abide by (only handle your bird, don’t let others handle your bird, clean up, wipe down area where birds are located).

**CPS:** Asked about store in NJ; no references available

Bird for birthday party request in Bayshore: Possibilities discussed

There have been mentions on Facebook that bird clubs are failing...luckily LIPS is thriving! Major adjustments have been made due to COVID, moving meeting location and avian flu. Board members and volunteers are busier than ever.

(C)2022 L.I. Parrot Beacon

**OUT OF TOWN & VIRTUAL EVENTS**

- **Saturday, September 17** - Seautuck Long Island Birding Challenge Long Island, NY

- **Saturday, September 26-29, 2022:** ‘Wild Parrots Up Close’ International Parrot Convention of Tenerife, Spain Loro Parque. Visit https://www.wildparrotsclose.com/

- **Sunday, October 9** - OHPA Bird Fair - Monroeville, PA

- **Thursday, Sunday, October 13 - 16** - Cape May Fall Festival - Cape May, NJ
To advertise your business or service in our newsletter register on our website:

www.liparrots.org/ad_placement

Full Page $325/year,
$200/6 months

Half Page $175/year, $125/6 months

Quarter page $100/year, $75/6 months

Business card $50/year.

---

Volunteers are very much needed.

We need help with Administrative work, answering phone calls, emails, data entry, committee specific help, just to name a few. Get more involved with the Long Island Parrot Society. Let’s build a team that helps grow our organization. Email volunteers@liparrots.org to join us!
Contact school/libraries for Parrot Universities—have students/library attendees read to the parrots (like the Greyhound Rescue Org who would bring the greyhounds into the schools to have kids read to them)

Outreaches: Asking children to answer questions about parrots to receive a “prize” (rather than just handing out parrot-related goodies). Encourage learning in a fun way.

September 21 in-person meeting: Allow parrots with caution? Rules to abide by (only handle your bird, don’t let others handle your bird, clean up, wipe down area where birds are located). Ask K&M to groom or Nicole? Try to get another toy vendor? Lisa [Beaks] on Long Island; however, she’s pricey [although her toys are great].

Folks have been asking about progress of shelter. Board meeting on August 31 to brainstorm for business plan.

Volunteers and reliable income stream are vital to the project.

A local parrot shelter may be stressed due to illness; discussed how to offer help. Perhaps offer to refer adoption candidates?

The Long Island Parrot Society’s Parrot Shelter—Are you ready?

When is A long-awaited Long Island Parrot Society Shelter going to be ready? We have been raising money, albeit slowly, for years, correctly predicting the growing need for such a facility here on the Island. Our vision includes a meeting room, quarantine area, bird room, sales area for bird supplies, a front office/reception area, and of course, a utility and storage area. That is almost the easy part—the most crucial and difficult part will staffing the eventual brick and mortar venue with dependable volunteers.

Our volunteers will be the first point of contact for people wishing to adopt or relinquish a parrot. Telephone and in-person meetings will take place. Sensitivity and a non-judgmental attitude are of utmost importance. If people feel criticized for giving up a pet, the one to suffer will likely be the bird because the person may feel ashamed into keeping it in sub-par conditions or placing it wherever they can.

There are myriad reasons people give up their birds: death or infirmity of the primary caretaker, divorce, changes in living situations, allergies, behavior (noise, biting) and “can’t give him the attention he needs.” It is tempting to judge the bird owner who says, “I’m moving next week and can’t take my parrot.” “Was it a surprise you are moving? Did you look for a place that allows pets?” No, we cannot be asking those questions because the person may find them confrontational. Instead, we will need to stick to the facts and see if the bird can be placed, fostered, or taken into the shelter. If not, we will have to refer them to other facilities.

Sometimes we will have to say “No.” The person who recently left a message on the Parrot Phone asking about placing 50 budgies would have been a “no” unless we had someone in the pipeline with a parakeet avairy. Long Island Budgie Rescue would have also been hard-pressed to find an immediate solution to this dilemma.

We are developing a business plan, which includes criteria for accepting birds into the shelter. Is the bird adoptable? We do not plan to warehouse birds, but to place them in vetted, suitable homes. Vet checked? We will ask for birds to be checked by an avian veterinarian prior to intake, but there will be situations where it is not possible. A relinquishment fee to cover the expense will be assessed in most cases, but we will inevitably have situations where the owner hasn’t the money to pay. We will then have to deal with the cost of the exam and required quarantine.

Volunteers will be involved in cleaning, feeding and socializing birds. Managing the phone, sales of bird food and supplies, and visits by the public and potential adoptive pet parents are important facets of any business, shelter, or pet shop. We will need people to help with maintenance—repairs, painting, carpentry, power washing, cages, and more.

Volunteers will be the backbone of our endeavor. They are more important than paid employees because each volunteer depends on the others to show up. The birds don’t understand excuses. Are you ready?

There is incredibly sad news from Noah’s Ark Sanctuary in Georgia. Approximately 100 sanctuary birds, including peacocks, emus, chickens, turkeys, geese, and an owl were euthanized after hundreds of dead vultures were found on the property. The cause was avian influenza.
LIPS MEMBER DISCOUNTS

The following businesses give the discounts noted for LIPS members. You must show your current membership card. Discounts are subject to change; we suggest you ask before you make your purchase. If you have a problem with a store or service not honoring it, let us know. (631-957-1100):

**Bird Paradise**, Burlington, NJ, 10% off (does not apply to purchased birds or Harrison’s products) - in store only. 15% discount for on-line purchases—code: LIPS15.
**B.T.J.’s Jungle**, West Islip (631-587-8195) 10% off
**Central Veterinary Associates**, 24/7, Valley Stream + 5 other locations, 10% off all services, call (888-4CVAPET), www.centralvets.com — for LIPS members
**Fine Feather, LLC** (The Pet Store Next Door), www.finefeather.us (516-801-6400) discount code liparrot10
**First Flight**, 514 Middle Country Road, Coram (631-732-1494) 10% off and related Paumanok Veterinary Hospital, Patchogue (631-475-1312) 10% off exam
**Total Pet Care/Lawrence Labs**, Holbrook [800-TOTAL-PET] 10% LIPS.
Check Out Our Meeting Vendors!

14 Karat Parrot—Great "Parrotphenominal!" Fine Gifts and Accessories for the Exotic Bird Lover!
K&M Mobile Grooming & Bird Food

Snack Sweethearts

If your last name begins
with the letters
ON HOLD
please bring a snack to the
next meeting. Thank you!

Directions to Our Meeting Hall, 58 Greenwood Avenue East Islip, NY 11730

From the East:
Sunrise Hwy to exit 46. Left on Connetquot Avenue. Stay straight. Turn right at Haworth Ave. (Just after Railroad tracks.) Stay straight until the end of the street, note the Greenwood Hall Sign. Follow into the long drive way.

From the West:
Sunrise Hwy to exit 46 toward County Rd 17/Carleton Ave/East Islip/Central Islip. Merge onto Sunrise Hwy South Service Rd. Turn right onto Garfield Ave. Turn left onto Jackson St. Turn right onto Carleton Ave. Turn left onto Union Blvd. Turn left at the 2nd cross street onto Greenwood Ave Street.
News from the Flock

Get well wishes to Marcia Abrahams who suffered several arm fractures during a recent birdwatching trip.

Best wishes to Linda LaFleur as she starts a new job!

Did you adopt an orange-winged Amazon sometime between 1998-2004, from Selmer’s Pet Shop or through a shelter or sanctuary? Staff at Selmer’s said they gave the bird to a sanctuary because it had an import (open) band and they could not keep it in the store. The bird barked and said ‘unh-uh.’ The daughter of the original owner has been wondering and just wants to know that ‘Charlie’ is happy and okay. If you think Charlie may be your bird, please call the Parrot Phone at 631-957-3100 or email susan@liparrots.org. The daughter contacted UPS after seeing a photo of Susan Chamberlain’s orange-winged Amazon in a newspaper clipping referencing the club.

Make your bird a Long Island Newsday celebrity! Send your pet’s photo to petphotos@newsday.com along with your contact info. Include your bird’s name and species and your name and phone number. Your feathered friend may show up on the Tuesday pet page!

Wishing Candy Little a quick recovery following a traffic accident.

It is rumored that a group of African grey parrots were removed from a display in Lincolnshire Park (UK) for swearing and laughing amongst themselves.

Many thanks to Candy Little and Linda LaFleur for taking part in a couple of birthday party events with their parrots, garnering donations for the Long Island Parrot Society!

We just want to point out that K&M Mobile Grooming is now a Long Island Hagen representative! This is great news, as many of our birds love Hagen products!

Thank you to Gloria Jackson for volunteering to staff the raffle table at September’s in-person UPS meeting!

Member Patricia LoRusso of Ronkonkoma has just added us to her pet sitting list. Visit Pet Sitters (liparrots.org)

Former guest of the Long Island Parrot Society, Mark Bittner (Wild Parrots of Telegraph Hill) reported hearing high-pitched parrot squawking from his San Francisco home. He wondered if it might be an escaped pet, but quickly realized that it was the first of this year’s fledglings. The youngster was in a group of parrots flying into trees at the top of Telegraph Hill.

Many thanks to Candida Lopez who sent a donation to help defray printing costs for our full color L.I. Parrot Beacon!

Longtime members will remember Gloria Zucker, who moved with her birds to Florida some years ago. Sadly, Gloria passed away recently.

Kudos to Karlin Saxton for finding another presenter for our October 19 Zoom meeting after Jason Crean was forced to cancel. Debbie Foster is certified as a trainer and behavior consultant. She combines those two disciplines to help people with their parrots to help give birds the skills they need to succeed in their homes. She is also an instructor at Companion Animal Sciences, a teaching assistant for Living and Learning with Animals, and the owner of Parrot P’s and Q’s.

Is There a Killer in Your Kitchen?

by

Susan Chamberlain
(REvised 2022 © Susan Chamberlain)

It’s a jungle in here! Sharing your home with a pet bird is more than a hobby. It is a lifestyle. Because our birds have such sensitive respiratory systems, we must be extremely careful when choosing cookware and kitchen appliances. Last month’s Mini-ZOOM meeting evolved into a discussion about indoor air quality, and non-stick cookware. Here is more information and updates from accredited sources.

Conventional nonstick coatings contain polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), a polymer that deteriorates when overheated. The resulting fumes (gas and minute particulate matter) can kill pet birds quickly. Humans sometimes report flu-like symptoms after exposure to these fumes. Some also contain perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) and perfluorocarboxylic acid (PFOA). They are part of a class of compounds called perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS). They are resistant to water and lipids and due to that capacity, they have been used since the 1950s in a variety of products (see below) including cookware.

- Leather
- Pesticides
- Firefighting foams
- Polishes
- Adhesives
- Paint
- Waxes
- Protective sprays
- Cleaning products
- Coatings for carpets and upholstery
- Carpets
- Waterproof clothing
- Cosmetics
- Grease-proof food packaging
- Heat-resistant tape
- Non-stick pans

In May 2016, the EPA issued a lifetime health advisory for PFOS after multiple studies showed it could harm humans. A recent article in Newsday reported that the Environmental Protection Agency has proposed designating PFOA and PFOS as ‘hazardous’ due to human health hazards. Aside from the dangers to our birds from heating cookware and appliances containing this class of polymers, PFOS and PFOA have been found in Long Island wells since 2016.

Teflon™ is a brand name. Nonstick surfaces containing PTFE are marketed under many different brand names, such as Silverstone™, Analon™, Calphalon™, Farberware™, George Foreman™ and more. Just because a product does not say Teflon™, it does not mean that it is free of PTFE.

In 1982, The American Journal of Veterinary Research published a report describing a controlled study in which budgies died from such exposure. “PTFE pyrolysis product inhalation produces a syndrome indicative of irritant inhalation toxicity, with a resulting severe necrotizing and hemorrhagic pneumonitis.” There are ‘green’ pans on the market now that feature ceramic, non-stick coatings. Look for PTFE and PFOA Free™ labels on any non-stick products you are considering for use in your home. Read manufacturers’ instructions and cautions carefully, and if necessary, call them with your questions and concerns. Because any smoke can be harmful, do not house your bird in the kitchen.

Manufacturers disagree about the temperature levels that nonstick surfaces must reach to emit harmful fumes. Some place it at 560 degrees Fahrenheit while others somewhere above or below that figure. Research by metallurgist, Frank Longo showed that products begin releasing such fumes at the beginning of the heating process, and there have been numerous reports that pet birds died when nonstick products were heated to temperatures below 560 degrees Fahrenheit. DuPont claims that its coating remains intact indefinitely at 500°F [12]. Experiences of people whose birds have died from fumes generated at lower temperatures show that this is not the case. In one such instance, the University of Missouri documented the death of about 1,000 broiler chicks exposed to off gas products from coated heat lamps at 396°F. (Boucher M, Ehrler TJ, Bermudez A). 2000. Polytetrafluoroethylene gas intoxication in broiler chickens. Avian Dis 44:449-53.

(Continued on page 17)
Carol and Mike Christensen were often the first people you would see at club meetings, sitting alongside Bob Dietrich at the hospitality table. They joined the Long Island Parrot Society in 2002, at Vickie Gaffney’s suggestion after purchasing their white bellied caique, Zazu, at Mega Pets. “We wanted to learn as much as possible, so we joined right away,” said Carol.

Two more caiques eventually joined the family, black capped caique, Topanga, and Buddy. Both birds were adopted from the same person, several years apart. The “gang of three” are all between 18 and 20 years old. The Christensen’s red bellied parrot, also from Mega-Pets, is around 15 or 20. “She’s a sweetie, she says, “I love you”, I’m a good girl!”

CAROL & MIKE CHRISTENSEN

The most recent addition is African grey parrot, Graacie, who formerly belonged to Carol’s brother. “We watched her while my brother had surgery 8 years ago, and we still have her,” Carol said. She is not a big talker, but whistles, makes the sound of a truck backing up, door knocking, and whistles the songs the caiques sing.

The most popular tune the birds whistle is “Tequila.” Our first-ever bird, a cockatiel; whistled “Tequila.” The caiques picked it up and so did Graacie. They are in separate rooms but whistle back and forth to each other.

“What surprised us the most about parrot ownership is how individual each one is,” said Mike. Each caique has its own personality: they’re very individual. With parakeets I never had any idea what a parrot was like. A cockatiel was our first parrot like bird. He had never been allowed out in his first home and was often kept covered. We brought him home and never locked him up again. He was an amazing bird. He would lead the other cockatiels around and Zazu would follow.”

Carol finds that the biggest challenge with caiques is not getting bitten. “I don’t recommend caiques for children because they can really deliver a nasty bite. The best way to avoid it is to learn how to read their body language.”

Mike even gets to enjoy parrots at work. He works for a woman in Florida. 35 years ago, an Amazon parrot landed on her shoulder and she still has it. She called her vet for advice on finding the owner and was advised to carefully watch the bird and see what its habits were before putting the word out. No one ever came forward. Mike said that “Hoppy” watches cartoons and laughs. If you change the channel, he says, “I’m gonna squirt you!”

Both Carol and Mike said that the Parrot Society has taught them a lot. They enjoy outreach and participate in many of them. Parrot EXPO is a favorite, and they volunteer for all three days: set-up on Friday, the actual event on Saturday, and unloading at the storage unit on Sunday. They look forward to EXPO making a return, hopefully next year. Both enjoy meeting and EXPO speakers, going places with members, helping at Parrot University presentations, and are particularly fond of outdoor events, especially at Sweetbriar. They enjoy the club’s former weekly TV program, but mostly, they are happy to have made good friends—lifelong friends! Carol and Mike have not been to the new meeting hall yet, but plan to attend the September 21 meeting, so come down and meet them in person!

Candy Little and Maverick: Big Hit at Parrot Themed Party

By Diane Hyde

All I can say is that Candy and Maverick Little are rock stars! We received a call from a mom who wanted to surprise her nine-year-old daughter with a parrot at her birthday party. Maverick stepped forward saying he would be able to accommodate the request.

The party was decorated in everything PARROT! It was wonderful. The host of honor was dressed in a parrot dress and even had parrots on her swimsuit (it was a pool party).

The look on the birthday girl’s face when Candy and Maverick walked in was priceless! We got there a few minutes before the rest of the guests arrived so mom could take photos of the birthday girl and Maverick. Lots of photos taken with all the guests and Maverick even did some Parrot Kindergarten training (poked colors).

Everyone was so curious about Max and we were able to speak to some in detail about parrots in general.

The little girl is a BIG parrot fan and wants to be a vet. Candy was kind enough to bring some of Max’s molted tail feathers. I got her a stuffed parrot and Candy also gave a carved parrot from Honduras. I also left some LIP5 magnets to hand out to the guests.

When the young girl does any type of reports for school, it’s always on parrots—she is the future of aviculture.

It was a fun time for us—the backyard was a tropical oasis (we kinda didn’t want to leave—LOL). Very proud of our representation of the club.
Our Club Cannot Continue as It Is Without Volunteers by Donna Barbara

Volunteers. They are the engine that makes our Club function. We need them. We need them so very much. They are our advocates and educators. The ones who set up and break down at events. The ones who work a little extra after working their day jobs.

Things I hear about being a volunteer:
- Being a volunteer is hard work.
- Being a volunteer takes too much time.
- Being a volunteer is not fun.
- I need to have my parrot with me to be a volunteer.
- I need to know a lot about parrots to be a volunteer.
- I need to be able to drive all over to be a volunteer.

All these things are FALSE!

You do not need to be an expert in all things ‘parrot’ or a professional public speaker to be a volunteer. You do NOT need to have a parrot with you at outreachs, either. You do not need to drive (Parrot Placement does everything by phone and Zoom). In fact, 90% of volunteering is just being present, listening, helping, and acknowledging. We even have a simple set of guidelines about responding to questions you might not know the answer to. You do not have to spend a lot of time volunteering to make a big difference. And you are never alone.

Volunteering is not all hard work. In fact, it’s LOTS of fun. At Outreachs, we connect with so many people doing the things we like most – sharing and talking about our birds. We educate. We advocate. We demonstrate. We listen. We help.

Unfortunately, we have but a small group of the same amazing volunteers who continue to give and give. And that group continues to grow as people leave NY or as lives change. We need more of our current local members to volunteer and help or This Club we love so much; that we get support, fellowship, and share our passion for our birds with, could go away as we currently know it.

As our society has changed, we have grown. And, as more people discover the joy and sometimes frustration of being parrot owners, the need for parrot placement and education has also grown. Without new volunteers, our Club may be relegated to Zoom-only meetings.

This year, we have already had to decline to participate in several Outreachs we have traditionally attended because we do not have enough volunteers to staff the events. We have also had to close our Parrot Placement Service to catch up due to a drastic increase in surrenders. We just do not have enough volunteers to help. If we can no longer facilitate parrot placements or do outreachs because there are no volunteers to set up and staff events, we will not be able to continue our core mission of improving the lives of parrots through Education, Research, Advocacy, and Conservation.

Ways you can volunteer:
- Arrive 30 minutes before in-person events to help set up.
- Stay 30 minutes after in-person events to help clean up and break down.
- Staff an in-person or Virtual Outreach Event – an hour, two hours, half day, or even a full day is welcomed: set up, taking email addresses, giving out cards and, answering questions.
- Help at a Cage Sale.
- Help with Parrot Placement.
- Help with phone calls.
- Help transport a cage from a donor to the Storage Facility.
- Help with shopping for events (like our Picnic or Christmas Party).
- Write an article for the Newsletter.
- Be a speaker for one of our meetings or help find speakers for our meetings.
- Become an Outreach Captain.
Miss Molly
by Robert Gross

Hello everyone and happy September. This is a story of mixed emotions. The main theme is to tell everyone how our great society steps up to a challenge during special situations. We would first like to honor two fantastic ladies—Karrie and Missy in Pennsylvania. Both Karrie and Missy have big hearts and so much knowledge when it comes to parrots, especially cockatoo.

Molly’s caregiver did her best (Molly was her brother’s bird and he passed away) and she knew Molly needed to be re-homed. Our friend Karrie was asked if she would be interested in Molly. Karrie was aware of Molly’s age (41 years old). Karrie agreed if Molly was DNA tested as a female—and she was (Karrie’s existing flock are females). Molly’s caregiver was able to take Molly to the vet to be all checked out and tested before her journey. A pet transport company would charge $1,450 to transport from NYC to PA.

The story started for me on a Sunday in September 2021 at the Bellmore Street Fair. Our president, Diane, was telling me about a Molucan cockatoo named Molly. How a new home had been found; however, the cost of transport was too much for the owner. Realizing the odds of a 41-year-old Molucan getting a home were pretty tough, so I personally volunteered to drive Molly to PA. Karrie lives in far western PA so we agreed to drive Molly to Lancaster, PA. This was going to be a three-hour drive one way. On Monday, I picked up Molly in NYC and we were on our way.

The day was beautiful and was indeed very special. At first Molly hissed at me, but we ended up being life-long friends. I talked about everything and she listened closely. She was a great travel partner. We arrived in Lancaster and so began the next journey of her life. I missed my travel companion on the long drive back to Long Island.

Karrie picked up Molly and brought her home and her home is indeed a parrot paradise. Molly had freedom in a huge cage; however, Karrie noticed that Molly was having problems in getting around. Molly had some hip and foot problems which gave her a lot of discomfort and pain. Karrie was Molly’s advocate and worked with a vet who offered to operate on Molly to relieve some of her pain. Molly’s former owner stepped up and paid for Molly’s procedure. After the surgery, Molly was able to get around better, was flying, enjoying the other flock members and was much more active.

I met Missy in February of 2022, but it was not related to Molly. I was pet sitting two umbrella cockatoos for five weeks (they lost their owner on Christmas Day 2021) and I saw the girls twice a day and we grew very close. We tried to get them a home but had no results (they had to be placed together and one had a reoccurring medical condition that required a hefty vet bill every six months). I contacted Karrie and she immediately said she would take the girls back to PA for adoption, in fact, she would send Missy to pick them up. I spent the last night with the girls talking and saying thank you for the joy they brought to my life. Life in PA grew very interesting—Missy loved Torah and Mush and adopted those two, but she also fell in love with Miss Molly and the three were now a flock. As I said, mixed emotions surfaced on August 21, Missy woke up she found Miss Molly at the bottom of the cage. Molly had passed peacefully in the night and in glory crossed the Rainbow Bridge to the land of forever. Karrie always sent me great videos of Molly after surgery and the bird was truly happy. I feel like I knew this bird for a lifetime and am not ashamed to admit I have a few tears falling as I write this. One day we will all meet our beloved friends and I will give Miss Molly a big hug and a kiss.

Thank you once again to our amazing PA connection—Karrie and Missy—for opening up your hearts. Thank you, LL Parrot Society for giving me a chance to tell this story.
What’s Wrong with the Step Up Command?

By Barbara Heidenreich
Good Bird Inc www.GoodBirdInc.com

It has been reiterated for years in the companion parrot literature...your parrot must obey the step up command! Obey and command. For me these words carry strong implications. I visualize a parrot with no desire to step up onto the hand being forced to comply. This usually involves maneuvers such as a hand pushing into a bird’s chest, quickly scooping a bird onto the hand, or pelting toes off of a perch. For a positive reinforcement trainer such as myself this is very unpleasant to picture. Why one might ask? Certainly the mentioned strategies can create the desired resulting behavior of a bird on the hand. However the process of training through force involves strategies that rely on aversive experiences. Pushing a hand into a bird’s chest, scooping or pelting toes are uncomfortable experiences for a parrot, no matter how minimal the aversive is.

 Fallout from Force

There can be serious repercussions with lasting effects from using aversives to gain cooperation. One of the most common results is a parrot that learns to bite in response to the presence of a hand. The important word in that sentence is “ Learns”. Parrots are not hatched with an inherent aggressive response to hands. This behavior is learned through repeated exposure to unpleasant interactions involving hands. Often as a last resort, a parrot bites in an effort to deter the persistent pushy hand. Should the bite produce the desired results; the bird can learn in that one encounter that biting works! And it will be likely to use it next time a hand invades its space.

This is not to say one should ignore a bite to dissuade the aggressive behavior. A more trust building approach is to heed the parrot’s body language prior to biting. Typically a parrot will present other body language that indicates discomfort well before a bite is landed. By carefully observing body language and making adjustments so that the bird appears as comfortable as possible, a sensitive avian caregiver is more likely to gain cooperation without aggressive behavior.

The same can be said for fear responses. Many likely have met a parrot who will step onto an arm, or shoulder, but will do nothing in its power to avoid a hand. Again it would be an odd adaptation for a parrot to come into this world with an innate fear of hands. More realistic is the explanation that the bird’s experience with hands taught it to display fear responses.

Side Bar

Fallout that has occurred from forcing parrots to step up

- How many birds now bite due to forced step up behavior?
- How many birds are given up due to biting problems?
- How many birds are afraid of hands and flee to the back of their cages?
- How many birds are relegated to cages with little attention or enrichment because they learned to bite or are afraid?
- How many birds suffer fates worse than this because they responded to force with understandable aggressive behavior and/or fear responses?

Positive Reinforcement Offers Hopes

Unfortunately it can be challenging to retrain a parrot to step up onto a hand for positive reinforcement after it has learned aggressive behavior (and/or fear responses) towards hands. But the good news is it can be done. This is particularly important to note as so many birds are often given up, left with little or no attention, or suffer fates worse than that due to being labeled a bit or no fun, through no fault of their own. It is always a sad moment for me to encounter a parrot that has learned aggressive behavior. It is sad mainly because it never had to be if the people in its life had been given the opportunity to learn about positive reinforcement.

(Continued on page 22)
Having worked in free flight educational bird programs for years it was quite a shock when I first discovered the thousands of parrots that had fear responses or showed aggressive behavior towards hands in the companion parrot community. This observation lead me to conclude that the difference is information. The community training flighted parrots for shows has been raised on a positive reinforcement approach to training. Flighted parrots can easily choose to leave should a trainer resort to negative reinforcement to force a bird to step up onto the hand. Therefore negative reinforcement and its drawbacks are usually not a part of the training strategy.

The companion parrot community, on the other hand, has traditionally been fed advice that heavily promotes the use of negative reinforcement. This in turn has lead to a plethora of troubled birds. This means an important opportunity lays waiting for companion parrot caregivers. With positive reinforcement training finally making its way to many avian caregivers, parrots and their owners now have hope. No longer do parrots have to obey, instead they can learn stepping up results in desired consequences. They can learn to look forward to stepping up.

Positive Reinforcement Vs Negative Reinforcement
Change can be difficult. And those accustomed to using negative reinforcement to create behavior often present solid evidence as to why there is no need to consider other strategies. These arguments include the statement that negative reinforcement works! This is true. Negative reinforcement does work. However effectiveness is not always the measure one needs to consider as a conscientious caregiver. The reason is that the process of learning through negative reinforcement is not a pleasant one. Negative reinforcement is also sometimes called escape or harassment training. The animal complies to avoid the aversive experience. Not exactly a trust building process. In addition negative reinforcement training strategies create a bare minimum required response. Animals only do what is necessary to avoid the aversive experience.

There is also the misconception that negative reinforcement will create faster more reliable responses. While results can be immediate, it should be noted that quick, efficient, reliable, repeatable responses can also be attained with positive reinforcement.

Some argue that in an emergency the bird must step up quickly. In a true emergency, such as the house is on fire, it is understood that one may do whatever is required to ensure his or her parrot is safe. However sometimes the lines get fuzzy on what constitutes an emergency. Being late for work is not an emergency enough for this trainer to abandon her positive reinforcement training strategies. In the long run I will get more reliable performance of the behavior if I take the time to commit to using positive reinforcement even when it is slightly inconvenient to me. In my experience there is no real justification for the use of negative reinforcement for the behavior of step up in most cases.

Tips on Training Step Up with Positive Reinforcement
A key component of training with positive reinforcement is giving the bird choice. Rather than forcing oneself on the parrot, the goal is to teach the parrot choosing to come to the caregiver results in desired consequences. These consequences can be food treats, head scratches, toys, attention, etc. Identify what the bird likes and use this to reinforce approximations towards the desired goal behavior of stepping up onto the hand.

An easy way to teach a parrot to move in a desired direction is to train the bird to orient its beak towards a target. The target can be any chosen object. The target can then be gradually positioned closer and closer to the hand identified for the step up behavior. The identified hand should remain stationary and in a position that facilitates an easy step onto the hand for the bird. The goal is not to move the hand towards the bird, but for the bird to voluntarily move to the hand by following the target.

A bird that has had an unpleasant history with hands may show signs of apprehension or aggressive behavior as it ventures closer to the hand. Reinforce generously the frightened bird that dares to move in closer. If the parrot shows aggressive behavior, gently remove the hand as well as any positive reinforcers being made available to the bird for just a few seconds. This not only demonstrates to the bird that its body language was understood and acknowledged, but it also removes the opportunity to gain positive reinforcers. When this strategy is paired with reinforcement of the desired behavior, the bird can quickly learn to increase calm behavior and decrease aggressive behavior without the use of training strategies that rely on aversives.
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